2005 dodge dakota stereo

Wiring Collection. Avoid shortages and malfunctions when electrical wiring your car's
consumer electronics. Print the cabling diagram off in addition to use highlighters to be able to
trace the signal. When you make use of your finger or perhaps the actual circuit along with your
eyes, it is easy to mistrace the circuit. Read electrical wiring diagrams from unfavorable to
positive plus redraw the signal being a straight line. The best way to easily instal cables is to be
able to straighten them out there first. Before putting in or changing cabling, one must have got
the right amp ranking for those circuits. For example, a amp circuit need to have the right-gauge
wiring to be able to prevent fire hazard. Grounding provides a new safe path regarding extra
electric current to pass in case of a fault or any additional issue. A person need to make sure
enclosing all electrical wiring connections in correct electrical boxes or clamps. Enclosures
guard the connection because well as the people from unintended contacts with all those
connections. There are various different types of wires available in the industry â€” Heat-proof,
Flame Resistant, Industrial Level etc. Make sure to select the right wire for the need. Facebook
Tweet Pin. I'm buying my dakota in about a week. And I want the 8 speakers. I know their is two
tweaters. Then the door speakers and the back speakers but thats only six. Where is the other
two? I'm curious. And is the front speakers some sort of subs too? And is their an amplafier.
Thanks Dan. Or call your dealer they should know. I think the rear speakers are a biaxial, so
they call it 2 speakers. It sounds pretty good, I've done enough damamage to my ears in the
past, it's loud enough for me, clean too, pretty good bass response and adjustable with the 3
band equalizer. I believe that the rear speakers are 2 speakers in one. As far as sound, the
Infinity system sounds great. Yes, there is an amp. I believe it is in the right front kick panel. I
had my interior out last summer, but I can't remember for sure. I have no desire to change my
system. I had it in my '99 CC and now have it in my '00 QC. I have no problem paying the extra
money for it. It is cheaper in the long run, if you figure the price for good speakers, amp, head
unit with tape and CD , and installation. Factory installation is usually alot better than
aftermarket, too. Hope this helps. I rate the quality to be low. It does not have more than watts
and if you add an amp, say even 20 watts you are liable to blow the speakers if you crank it.
Anything 8 or above on the volume goes from bad to worse. It does not do justice to CDs. That
said, I used to play in a band and later a mobile DJ so maybe I'm too critical. Audie from
Ontario. It,s just as good as any high dollar car I have heard or own. Granted I hate "rap" but
listen to all other music. Excellent sound unless you like to blow out the windows or try to
impress other people in a parking lot. They are calling the coaxials as being 4 speakers,
because each has a woofer, with a tweeter mounted on it. Generally, the Infinity system is
awsome, I had it in my truck. I've been in the Audio buisness, Auto, and Pro Audio for 11 years
now, and I am picky about my music. This is a good system for what it is. I swapped my stock
deck for an Eclipse deck, and replaced the front components with a set of Boston ProS
components, and threw a set of Boston 6. The thing about this systes is strange. It runs at 2
OHMS, where as most usually run at 4 in automobiles. The Infinisty system also includes a
small amp. This helps power the components. If you like music, clear, and you really want to be
able to hear your highs, and mids, go with the Infinity system. The 2 ohm system is very stable,
you will not have any problems running 4 ohms. Infact, most aftermarket speakers are 4 ohm. I
have my Bostons which run 4 ohms, running off the 2ohm amp, and its amazing! No problems
at all. As soon as I get some extra cash I'm going to replace my Boston Pro's over rated,over
priced with some Rainbow Pro comps. I had the same system in my Eclipse GS-T and it was
junk. No way your getting any half decent bass or even mid-bass out of those stock 6. I was
shocked at how cheap the speakers were. The amp and radio seemed fine, but those speakers
were useless. Granted I'm an ex-stereo contest guy so I'm a bit jaded ; - John. I've heard the
Ford upgrade stereo, though, and it's WAY better. I ordered this Infinity package anyway, cuz I
wanted the steering wheel controls. I've changed out all the speakers with Infinity Kappas,
added two Profile amps, a Kenwood EQ, and the Thunderform sub box, so all that remains is the
head unit and those steering wheel buttons! Unless you really need the steering wheel controls,
I'd not waste the bux I personally like the sound of the whole system. While it isn't better than
most of the after market stuff, like Sony, Pioneer and so forth, it is cheaper. I like it. Works well
for a replacment of components. My moms got it in her mustang.. Took me a week to blow the
front speekers with my new head unit. So i am looking ro some good replacements. How do you
get to the amp? Can i remove it, and will it sound better with out it. I have 25 RMS from the deck,
what doed the amp in there run? Your better off just disconnecting it. Though, with an Eclipse
Deck, and Boston Pro S components, hooked up to the amp, they still sound nice. Aftermarket
components will handle a hell of alot more then this amp will put out. If your adding a sub, you
might want to think about just disconnecting the amp, and running a seperate amp to the
components. What a difference!! Now I need an amp and a thunderform My moms Durango has
an incredible system How do i get to the amp to discnect it! I would rather power it better than

with low crap. So what do i remove and how? I have blown all the "high Quality" speekers, the
system was great till i turnd it up and wanted more sou. I would be interested in those speaker
enclosures tat are on the door, near the rear view mirrors, are they part of the door panel, or can
I get them from a dealer and install them on my panel? I feel for my money, i can get much
better souding system. I could use these instead, since I already have them. Thanks for your
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u can trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a
leading Dodge parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent
customer service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price,
right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast shipping. If you
have any questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced staff of parts
specialists is standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make yourself
comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the interior cabin.
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